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Control Management
With the current economic downturn, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to land the career of your dreams
while maintaining a stable personal life. To combat this,
many individuals are beginning to open their own
businesses, so as to fulfill a professional need to be
successful. Although, opening a collection agency may
not be at the top of your list of businesses to start, the
U.S. Department of Labor reports that the median annual
income for someone in the collection industry is $29,000
yearly and, as a business owner, the earning potential
increases. This manual delivers innovative ways to
streamline your business and presents new ways to
make your operation run smoother and increase
performance. Whether you will be operating out of your
home or you are looking to buy or rent office space, this
comprehensive guide can help you with a wealth of
startup information. In addition, you will learn about basic
cost control methods, copyright and trademark issues,
branding, management, sales and marketing techniques,
and pricing formulas. How to Open & Operate a
Financially Successful Collection Agency Business will
teach you how to build your business by using low- to nocost ways of satisfying clients, as well as ways to
increase sales, and thousands of great tips and useful
guidelines. More importantly, this book contains the most
up-to-date information on the Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act and other laws regulating the industry
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today.
The credit crisis, high fuel costs, job losses,
bankruptcies, foreclosures and the failing economy are
all contributing to factories closing, job loss and business
owners going out of business because they can’t get
paid. Learn how to take specific steps and use positive
action to streamline and maximize your credit
management policies. This book, Credit and Collections:
A Business Perspective, is for businesses that have past
due customers and need help collecting from them. It is
for businesses who want to check their customer’s
credit to limit credit risk and avoid bad debt. Things that
have worked in the past are no longer working;
everybody’s credit has changed, everyone’s job
situation has changed, people have lost their homes due
to the economy or weather and the flow of our business
cash has taken a hit. Credit and Collections: A Business
Perspective will help anyone who has customers that
owe them money and will give them specific steps and
actions they can take to make effective collection calls
that work. This book will show you how to check a
customer’s credit and determine their credit worthiness
before you extend credit to someone who may not be
able to pay you. With this book you can protect your
business and your bottom line by protecting your most
important asset, your cash flow.
Award winning entrepreneur, Krista T. Walsh shares her
tips, tricks and techniques on increasing cash flow for
businesses. Easy to read, simple instructions on how to
collect outstanding debt. Ideal for: - Small Business
Owners - Accounts Receivable Staff - Credit Managers Page 2/23
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Collection Agents - Accountants - Comptrollers - Finance
Department Tips Include: 1.Finding Mr. Right- Hiring the
Best Staff 2.The Four Cs of Extending Credit
3.Extending Credit 4.Creating Cash Flow 5.Keeping the
Peace 6.Accepting Personal Cheques 7.Protecting
Yourself - Credit Card Safety 8.Friend or Foe? 9.Credit
Policy Musts 10.Effective Collection Techniques 12.The
ABCS of Handling Excuses 13.Diffusing the Irate
Customer 14.Debtor or Animal? Identifying the Debtor
15.Collecting During Christmas BONUS - Personal
Finance 16.Importance of Starting Young 17.Smarter
Banking 18.Digging out of Debt 19.Identity Theft
20.Money Management Tips
The objectives of this Manuscript is to establish the
relationship between credit management system and
performance of private enterprises, evaluate the
effectiveness of credit standards and screening process
of credit applicants and to find out whether there are
other factors affecting the performance of enterprises .
These objectives were achieved using purpose sampling
together with convenience sampling of 40 respondents of
which 30 responded. The research was based on
primary data collected using questionnaires and
interviews and secondary data from already written
documents. The findings of the research were that a
company allows a grace period of 30 days indicated by
80%(table6).80% agree that credit period extended to
applicants is 30 days and 6.67% for cash
discount(table7). In establishing the effectiveness of
credit standards and the screening process of credit
applicants,80% of the respondents indicated that
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credibility is used(table 8).100% revealed that there is an
independent person responsible for screening credit
applicants(table10).The researcher recommended that
the company should introduce more cash discounts,
seek financial assistance to increase company’s scope
and scale of operation.
The Credit & Collection Guidebook shows how to
achieve a balance between more sales and a reasonable
amount of bad debt by focusing on the design and
management of the credit and collection functions. The
discussion ranges from the structure of specific jobs to
the full range of collection and litigation tactics that can
be used to collect money from customers. Other topics
include procedures and controls, credit rating systems,
skip tracing, and credit risk reduction.
If you’re trying to kick the “Buy Now/Pay Later” habit
and get your spiraling debt under control, you need
Managing Debt For Dummies now! This practical,
commonsense guide provides straightforward strategies
for coping with every kind of secured and unsecured
debt, including, personal loans, car loans, mortgages,
home equity loans, lines of credit, credit cards, finance
company loans, and student loans. You’ll find out how
easy it is to: Distinguish between good and bad debt Go
on a “debt diet” to get back into financial shape Start a
filing system to track debt and protect life after debt
Adopt a smart spending regimen Increase your income
Consolidate your debt Decide which bills to pay when
you can’t pay them all Use credit cards responsibly You
can still live well while slashing spending on groceries,
clothing, and entertainment. Find out how in Managing
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Debt for Dummies.
Poor credit control and bad debts are often responsible
for undermining many a successful business, therefore it
is important for businesses to ensure that they have an
effective system in place for keeping credit risk to a
minimum, while being aware of debt recovery
procedures in the event of non-payment of invoices.
(PUBLICATION FIRST MARKED AS OUT OF PRINT 27/04/04)Poor credit control and bad debts are often
responsible for undermining many a successful
business, therefore it is important for businesses to
ensure that they have an effective system in place for
keeping credit risk to a minimum, while being aware of
debt recovery procedures in the event of non payment of
invoices. Tolley's Effective Credit Control & Debt
Recovery is fully up-to-date with all the most recent
legislation. This handbook provides practical information
on every aspect of this complex area, including: New
Consumer Credit Directive New Consumer Credit Act
Changes to Debt Recovery Law Data Protection Act
issues Handling credit extended to smaller companies
How to create a credit policy Payment terms Collecting
outstanding accounts Insolvency & bankruptcy
procedures Company & credit legislation The effect of
data protection legislationTolley's Effective Credit Control
& Debt Recovery Handbook Second edition handbook is
an invaluable aid for credit controllers, credit managers,
accountants and all businesses involved in this difficult
area.
A practical and accessible guide to credit management
for Australian small businesses. This fifth edition focuses
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on the challenges of getting paid when a business allows
credit to customers for goods and or services sold.
Tolley's Effective Credit Control and Debt Recovery
HandbookLexis Nexis UK
In many respects, collecting debt is a negative job—a fact
that all credit risk professionals must be sensitive to. The
typical collector may attempt 120 calls a day and speak
to 36 customers, and then gain a kept promise from just
half of those 36 customers he speaks to. This means the
collector has just 18 kept promises and 102 negative
results. An 85 per cent negative response rate translates
to seven hours of negative feedback in an eight-hour
day. This book offers the epiphany that great customer
service in debt collections yields far greater kept
promises than the above number. Consistent reiteration
and coaching of the collections team about the
importance of quality has always delivered a 25 to 35 per
cent higher performance than the average. There are
tips in this book that help you improve collection
performance by embracing quality service. This is tried
and tested in my career, and this is what this book
reiterates.
A strategy for changing attitudes about personal finances
covers such topics as getting out of debt, the dangers of
cash advances and keeping spending within income
limits.

Borrowing from Peter to pay Paul? The American
economy is dragging, with unemployment rates
rising and consumer debt hitting $2.5 trillion. Many
people are in deep and need help. Here, a Certified
Financial Planner explains
the mathematics of debt;
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strategies to deal with credit card, mortgage,
student, and other loans; why debt consolidation and
taking loans from a 401(k) can lead to problems;
truths about bankruptcy; and how to use debt while
eliminating it. - Includes essential resources and
websites, sample letters and forms, loan forgiveness
programs, bankruptcy resources - Author a Certified
Financial Planner - Covers every kind of debt,
mortgages to credit cards to student loans - National
credit card debt is growing exponentially
“Credit Management is the heart of an organizations
very survival”. Many studies carried out on the
growing sickness in industries and businesses reveal
that BAD DEBT is the ONE major cause for
bankruptcy. In a successful and vibrant economy,
selling on credit has a number of advantages,
especially when it generates a larger volume of
business as well as widens one's market share. In
fact, selling on credit often 'Makes' or 'Breaks' a sale
and at most times gives one that edge over
competition. Yet, one cannot afford to take this area
of credit control so lightly, as too many companies
everyday are mounting with debts that are
increasingly doubtful of recovery. The most
precarious risk therefore to a company’s profit on
the sale is by way of interest expense from delayed
collection. In essence, that is what credit
management is all about and its objective can be
said “to have the highest possible debtors (sales) for
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the shortest possible time (collection/profit)”. Before
the customer buys your goods both are interested he in need of your goods and you in collecting the
value of goods sold ie; the money; but once he gets
the goods on credit, he is no more interested in
fulfilling his obligation of paying. It's only you (for
your money!). A company can have the finest
product, a superb sales record and the most
dedicated workforce, but if it does not get paid for its
goods sold (.... and on time!) it will die. An unpaid
debt is an unsecured loan being financed by your
company (we can’t even call it a loan, because on a
loan one earns interest. We’ll probably have to
change the activity to ‘charities’!) It means that
many companies are prevented from achieving their
full potential, because instead of using borrowed
money to develop and grow their business, they now
have to borrow money just to fund their own sales
ledgers (in other words their customers). When you
no longer control your debtors, the cost of financing
your company's cash flow is at the mercy of those
very same debtors. If a business wishes to survive
and prosper in today’s economic environment it
must pay close attention to all the factors which
affect and takes care of its cash flow. Managing
Credit and Collecting Money, on time, every time,
therefore are the 2 most important and vital factors
which decide the fate of any business! This book:
‘Professional Debt Collection Skills’ would
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essentially help you do just that by covering the
necessities in credit and cash flow management right
from how bad debt occurs with methods to prevent
the same, through the steps of an effective collection
call (both on phone and face to face) with emphasis
on the importance of documentation, reports,
procedures for systematic follow-up; including series
of email letters and general tips for chasing your
money too, by encouraging proactive methods! From
all of these objectives, you will notice that the
primary objective of your collection effort is to bring
the account current and, at the same time, to keep
the account as a customer. Harassment by mail, in
person or on telephone is generally not advisable
and successful in collecting money or in retaining the
account. But, by applying the proven techniques and
preventive measures covered in this book, you can
look forward to greater success in reducing your
outstanding payments while yet retaining your
customer, together with the added benefit of staying
professional while also enjoying a pleasant, personal
and rewarding experience. At the end, you would
have learnt to manage credit, using planned
preventive measures (the most vital part!), would
have learnt to develop a complete systematic
collection program, gained confidence in collecting
money and have acquired several new ideas for
immediate use, including taking back an Action Plan
which can be put to immediate practice.
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You don’t have to be gifted to be a great credit
collector.All you need is a desire to learn from the
best.. . . andthat’s the level of expertise this
exhaustively researchedvolume puts right at your
fingertips. The Collection ManagementHandbook
puts you on the fast track to becoming a debt
recoverydynamo. Drawing on actual cases from the
collectionindustry’s top achievers, this expanded
edition redefinescollection methodology. Focusing
on multiple avenues of strategiccreditor recourse, it
goes beyond yesterday’s dunningnotices, showing
you how to extract money from the mosthard-toreach nonpaying customers. Order your copy today!
"The book teems with eccentric characters and
scenes that made my skin crawl.... Explained simply,
read easily, Bad Paper defies expectations. It should
also raise quite a few alarms."-Colin Dwyer, NPR
The Federal Trade Commission receives more
complaints about rogue debt collecting than it does
about any activity besides identity theft. In Bad
Paper, journalist Jake Halpern reveals why. He tells
the story of Aaron Siegel, a former banking
executive, and Brandon Wilson, a former armed
robber, who become partners and go in quest of
"paper"-the uncollected debts that are sold off by
banks for pennies on the dollar. As Aaron and
Brandon learn, the world of consumer debt collection
is an unregulated shadowland, where operators
often make unwarranted threats and even collect
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debts that are not theirs. Introducing an
unforgettable cast of characters, Halpern chronicles
Aaron and Brandon's lives as they manage highpressure call centers, hunt for paper in Las Vegas
casinos, and meet in parked cars to sell the social
security numbers and account information of
unsuspecting consumers. The result is a vital exposé
on the cost of a system that compounds the troubles
of hardworking Americans and an astonishing feat of
storytelling.
Society relies heavily on credit for most financial
decisions. Today, good credit is not just important for
getting a loan or a credit card. Many businesses
have to check your credit before deciding whether or
not they will extend their products and services to
you. Mortgage lenders need to be sure that you will
pay your mortgage responsibly before they can
finance you. Without good credit, the mortgage
lender concludes that giving you a loan is risky for
them. If they still approve, regardless of your poor
credit, they will charge you a very high interest rate.
Bad credit will see you pay a higher mortgage
amount or worse, your mortgage application will be
declined. Just because you are not currently
interested in buying a house does not mean that
your credit does not matter. Landlords will, in most
cases, consult your credit before renting you a house
or apartment. Your lease is considered a loan. You
require a loan to purchase a car unless you have the
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full amount at hand. Your credit score affects the
loan amount and interest rate and whether or not
you will be given the loan in the first place. With
excellent credit, you will qualify for a higher loan
amount and the interest rate will be lower. A poor
credit score translates to limited options. Not many
lenders will be ready to finance you and the few that
will be willing might charge a very high interest rate.
Table of Contents Preface Introduction Ch. 1 –
Credit Reports Ch. 2 - How to Build Credit Ch. 3 –
Details Matter Ch. 4 - FICO Credit Score Ch. 5 What Is A Good Credit Score? Ch. 6 - How to Raise
Your Credit Scores Ch. 7 - Equifax, TransUnion, and
Experian Ch. 8 - Consumer Credit Report Ch. 9 Free Credit Score or Report Ch. 10 - How Credit
Cards Impact Your Credit Score Ch. 11 - Mistakes to
Avoid When Disputing Credit Report Errors Ch. 12 How to Remove A Charge-Off Ch. 13 - How to
Remove Late Payments Ch. 14 - How to Remove
Collections Ch. 15 - How to Remove A Foreclosure
from Your Credit Report Ch. 16 - How to Remove A
Bankruptcy Ch. 17 - How to Remove A
Repossession from Your Credit Report Ch. 18 Removing A Judgment Ch. 19 – How to Remove A
Tax Lien from Your Credit Report Ch. 20 – How to
Remove Credit Inquiries from Your Credit Report Ch.
21 - Sample Credit Dispute Letter Ch. 22 - Cease
and Desist Letter for Debt Collectors Ch. 23 Sample Debt Validation Letter Ch. 24 - How to Deal
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with Debt Collection Agencies Ch. 25 ChexSystems Ch. 26 - How to Request Debt
Validation from Debt Collectors Ch. 27 - Statute of
Limitations on Debt Collection Ch. 28 - The Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act Ch. 29 - Authorized User
Ch. 30 - Credit Card Piggybacking Ch. 31 - Before
and After Bankruptcy Conclusion
The 5 Elements of the Highly Effective Debt
Collector is the first “How to collect a debt” book of
its kind, in that it breaks the debt collecting process
down into five core fundamental areas. After years of
training in the collection industry, I have found that
these five fundamental areas are at the center of
revealing the mystery behind why only a small
percentage of debt collectors produce at a high level
and more importantly explains why the larger
percentage of low to mediocre performers never
reach a top producing level. Not only does this book
establish fundamental concepts every debt collector
must understand to maximize personal or agency’s
earning potential, it also teaches: sound principles of
engagement, valuable communication concepts,
effective sales rebuttal techniques, as well as a
system of file management that if followed and
executed properly will more than double a
collector’s efficiency and effectiveness in less than
30 days... The 5 Elements’ principles and concepts
were designs to ensure that no matter an
individual’s talent level, years in the industry, or
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position held within an agency, the end user will
understand clearly and be enriched by the
experience.
"This handbook provides practical information on every
aspect of credit control and debt recovery, including: new
Consumer Credit Directive; new Consumer Credit Act;
changes to debt recovery law; Data Protection Act
issues; handling credit extended to smaller companies;
how to create a credit policy; payment terms; collecting
outstanding accounts; insolvency & bankruptcy
procedures; company & credit legislation; the effect of
data protection legislation. Tolley's Effective Credit
Control & Debt Recovery Handbook 3rd edition is an
invaluable aid for credit controllers, credit managers,
accountants and all businesses involved in this difficult
area"
Between 30% and 40% of a business s net assets may
be represented by debtors yet few businesses obtain
credit reports on their customers and many companies
have inadequate systems for the management of debt. In
Successful Credit Control Martin Posner outlines a
framework of key checkpoints through which the
creditworthiness of customers both in the domestic and
overseas markets can be evaluated quickly and
efficiently. He explains in clear practical terms how to
minimise risk from bad debtors while maximising sales
and improving customer care. Successful Credit Control
discusses how to: review cash flow, implement an
effective credit control and collection strategy, train staff
in debt management, make effective use of information
technology and improve your company s financial
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stability. New interviews with leading credit managers
show how to improve profitability and still retain
customers. Other specialists in the debt recovery field
illustrate how to collect a debt without winding-up a
company.
The difference between success and failure for many
companies is the reliability of their cash-flow. Since the
first edition of this book, credit managers have seen
many changes affecting their profession - new
insolvency and company law legislation, changes in the
operations of ECGD and other credit insurers, and better
access to credit data through the spread of information
technology. The book's emphasis is on credit
management as a positive force, making a real
contribution to profits. Intended for practising credit
managers, credit controllers and their staffs, and for
students, the book should also be of value to finance
directors and accountants.
In a 2009 study of the debt collection industry, the
Commission concluded that the “most significant change
in the debt collection business in recent years has been
the advent and growth of debt buying.” “Debt buying”
refers to the sale of debt by creditors or other debt
owners to buyers that then attempt to collect the debt or
sell it to other buyers. Debt buying can reduce the losses
that creditors incur in providing credit, thereby allowing
creditors to provide more credit at lower prices. Debt
buying, however, also may raise significant consumer
protection concerns.The FTC receives more consumer
complaints about debt collectors, including debt buyers,
than about any other single industry. Many of these
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complaints appear to have their origins in the quantity
and quality of information that collectors have about
debts. In its 2009 study, the Commission expressed
concern that debt collectors, including debt buyers, may
have insufficient or inaccurate information when they
collect on debts, which may result in collectors seeking
to recover from the wrong consumer or recover the
wrong amount.The FTC initiated this debt buyer study in
late 2009 for two main purposes. First, the FTC sought to
obtain a better understanding of the debt buying market
and the process of buying and selling debt. Second, the
Commission wanted to explore the nature and extent of
the relationship, if any, between the practice of debt
buying and the types of information problems that the
FTC has found can occur when debt collectors seek to
recover and verify debts.Many stakeholders recognize
the concerns that have been raised about debt buying,
including consumer groups, members of Congress,
federal and state regulatory and enforcement agencies,
and the debt buyer industry itself. Indeed, the debt buyer
industry has launched a self-regulatory effort to address
some of these concerns, and the FTC is encouraged by
that effort. This study of debt buyers is the first largescale empirical assessment of the debt buying sector of
the collection industry. The FTC hopes that its findings
contribute to a greater understanding of debt buying,
enhance ongoing reform efforts, and prompt further
study of the industry. To conduct its study, the
Commission obtained information about debts and debt
buying practices from nine of the largest debt buyers that
collectively bought 76.1% of the debt sold in 2008, with
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six of these debt buyers providing the information the
Commission used in most of its analysis. The FTC also
considered its prior enforcement and policy work related
to debt collection, as well as available research
concerning debt buying. The study focused on large debt
buyers because they account for most of the debt
purchased; it did not address the practices of smaller
debt buyers that are a frequent source of consumer
protection concerns, a limitation that must be considered
in evaluating the study's findings. The Commission
acquired and analyzed an unprecedented amount of
data from the studied debt buyers, which submitted data
on more than 5,000 portfolios, containing nearly 90
million consumer accounts, purchased during the threeyear study period. These accounts had a face value of
$143 billion, and the debt buyers spent nearly $6.5 billion
to acquire them. Most portfolios for which debt buyers
submitted data were credit card debt, with such debt
accounting for 62% of all portfolios and 71% of the total
amount that the buyers spent to acquire debts. In
addition to these data, the debt buyers provided copies
of many purchase and sale agreements between
themselves and sellers of debts. The debt buyers also
submitted narrative responses to questions concerning
their companies and their practices, as well as the debt
buying industry. The key findings of the study are as
follows:
"Learn How You Can End the Fear and Worry Created
by Bad Credit and Debt Collectors...Get Out of Debt
Quickly and Easily, Right Now!"There's a lot of
misinformation floating around when it comes to debt
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management and credit reporting...Here are the top 3
Myths when it comes to debt management...Myth #1 Paying a debt will remove it directly from your credit
report.Late payments, tax liens and collections will
usually stay on your credit report for the next seven
years! And this will lower your credit score.Myth #2 Canceling credit cards will improve your credit score.
Wrong! If you cancel or close a credit card you had for a
long time, you're effectively shortening your credit
history...It's better to keep your card with an amount of
zero to raise your score.Myth #3 - Paying for cash will
help increase your credit score. Paying cash is a great
way to stay out of debt, but it can hurt your overall credit
score. Your score is determined by your credit history,
which means having and using credit could be good...if
you can control it.Here's a Few Breakthrough Features
You'll Discover in this eBook!Steps to avoiding credit
card debt, the most common and serious case of debt
accumulation.How to check and choose the best credit
interest rate...What to ask and clarify before choosing
your credit card with the lowest rates.Step by step guide
to getting rid of your debt in complete detail.Summarizing
your debts is very important - I'll show you real life
examples of how I summarize my debts correctly and
create a formula to pay them all off.An much more! Plus
this exciting Bonus Report:7 Effective Ways to Control
Your Debt!
Creditors and collectors seek to recover consumer debts
through the use of litigation and arbitration. But, neither
litigation nor arbitration currently provides adequate
protection for consumers. The system for resolving
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disputes about consumer debts is broken. To fix the
system, federal and state governments, the debt
collection industry, and other stakeholders should make
a variety of significant reforms in litigation and arbitration
so that the system is both efficient and fair. Contents of
this report: Introduction; Litigation and Arbitration
Proceedings; Conclusion. Appendices: Debt Collection
Roundtable (DCR) Panelists; Contributors to DCR;
Agendas for DCR; DCR Public Comments; Sample State
Debt Collection Checklists. Illustrations.
Give your business a successful credit and collections plan
with this easy and clear guide Over 100,000 businesses have
slow or non-paying customers. Yet very few actually have a
workable plan for claiming the missing revenue that results.
This book gives you a complete solution and tool set to
ensure your business maximizes its collections while
maintaining an effective, profitable credit plan. You'll discover
how to set up an efficient in-house credit policy that not only
lets you collect more debts, but also boost sales, increase
cash flow, and grow profits. Step-by-step credit management
instructions show you how to weed out bad-paying
customers, add more good-paying customers, collect on pastdue balances, avoid bad debt, and limit credit risk. Contains
all needed forms to set up and implement an effective credit
policy Author is a popular columnist for several newspapers
and national magazines, and appears regularly in the media
as a go-to authority on debt Get Paid enables you to decide
what matters most to your business when it comes to billing,
payment terms, pricing, cash flow, and more, then set up the
systems to meet these goals and increase profitability.
Entrepreneur’s experts show you how to boost your bottom
line with credit and collections Proper credit and collections
policies are essential for a small business. They allow a
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business to make more money--even without making more
sales--by more efficiently collecting from customers. Ultimate
Credit and Collection Handbook teaches you how to create or
improve a credit department, maintain a credit policy, and
avoid bad debt. It includes up-to-date information on relevant
state and federal laws.
"Credit Management is the heart of an organizations very
survival". Many studies carried out on the growing sickness in
industries and businesses reveal that BAD DEBT is the ONE
major cause for bankruptcy. In a successful and vibrant
economy, selling on credit has a number of advantages,
especially when it generates a larger volume of business as
well as widens one's market share. In fact, selling on credit
often 'Makes' or 'Breaks' a sale and at most times gives one
that edge over competition. Yet, one cannot afford to take this
area of credit control so lightly, as too many companies
everyday are mounting with debts that are increasingly
doubtful of recovery. The most precarious risk therefore to a
company's profit on the sale is by way of interest expense
from delayed collection. In essence, that is what credit
management is all about and its objective can be said "to
have the highest possible debtors (sales) for the shortest
possible time (collection/profit)". Before the customer buys
your goods both are interested - he in need of your goods
and you in collecting the value of goods sold ie; the money;
but once he gets the goods on credit, he is no more
interested in fulfilling his obligation of paying. It's only you (for
your money!). A company can have the finest product, a
superb sales record and the most dedicated workforce, but if
it does not get paid for its goods sold (.... and on time!) it will
die. An unpaid debt is an unsecured loan being financed by
your company (we can't even call it a loan, because on a loan
one earns interest. We'll probably have to change the activity
to 'charities'!) It means that many companies are prevented
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from achieving their full potential, because instead of using
borrowed money to develop and grow their business, they
now have to borrow money just to fund their own sales
ledgers (in other words their customers). When you no longer
control your debtors, the cost of financing your company's
cash flow is at the mercy of those very same debtors. If a
business wishes to survive and prosper in today's economic
environment it must pay close attention to all the factors
which affect and takes care of its cash flow. Managing Credit
and Collecting Money, on time, every time, therefore are the 2
most important and vital factors which decide the fate of any
business! This book: 'Professional Debt Collection Skills'
would essentially help you do just that by covering the
necessities in credit and cash flow management right from
how bad debt occurs with methods to prevent the same,
through the steps of an effective collection call (both on
phone and face to face) with emphasis on the importance of
documentation, reports, procedures for systematic follow-up;
including series of email letters and general tips for chasing
your money too, by encouraging proactive methods! From all
of these objectives, you will notice that the primary objective
of your collection effort is to bring the account current and, at
the same time, to keep the account as a customer.
Harassment by mail, in person or on telephone is generally
not advisable and successful in collecting money or in
retaining the account. But, by applying the proven techniques
and preventive measures covered in this book, you can look
forward to greater success in reducing your outstanding
payments while yet retaining your customer, together with the
added benefit of staying professional while also enjoying a
pleasant, personal and rewarding experience. At the end, you
would have learnt to manage credit, using planned preventive
measures (the most vital part!), would have learnt to develop
a complete systematic collection program, gained confidence
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in collecting money and have acquired several new ideas for
immediate use, including taking back an Action Plan which
can be put to immediate practice.
Praise for Accounts Receivable Management BestPractices
"An excellent reference tool on how to manage the
accountsreceivable process for any company. The use of reallife examplesmakes the concepts easy to understand. I
recommend the book toanyone who wants to improve cash
flow and reduce bad debtloss." —Michael E. Beaulieu, Senior
Vice President, Finance CardinalHealth "Rather than simply
explaining how to get the greatest returnfrom an investment
in accounts receivable, John G. Salek revealshow companies
shoot themselves in the foot when management setspolicies
and procedures without consideration of the impact on
cashflow. Accounts Receivable Management Best Practices
isn't just forcredit and collection professionals who often
spend more timecleaning up process errors and other
corporate 'garbage,' insteadof managing risk. It should be
required reading for C-levelexecutives, the sales staff,
operations managers, and anybody elsewhose job impacts
the order-to-cash cycle." —David Schmidt, Principal, A2
Resources Coauthor of PowerCollecting: Automation for
Effective Asset Management "Enhancing a company's
competitive profile is all about givingenough customers the
right product, at the right price, at theright time. This author's
real-world approach to accomplishing thisgoal through the
prism of receivables management makes this book amustread for those companies looking to make their mark as
anorganization that cares about its customers as well as their
ownneed to produce financial results." —Bruce C. Lynn,
Managing Director The Financial ExecutivesConsulting
Group, LLC "I have worked with John Salek since 1992, both
as his clientand as a project manager working with his
organization. Hisknowledge of receivables management . . .
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the technology, theprocesses, and the formula for success . .
. are unsurpassed in thefield." —Stephen L. Watts, Manager,
Global Receivables (retired)General Electric Medical Systems
"Mr. Salek has written a masterpiece on the intricacies
andmanagement of the accounts receivable portfolio. I would
recommendthis book to CFOs, controllers, treasurers, credit
managers, andsmall business owners." —Steve Kozack,
Credit Manager Lennox Hearth Products "Written by an
author who has been in the trenches and citesactual
examples. This is not written in theory, but frompractice."
—Milt Dardis, Collection Consultant Dardis &Associates
In the best economic circumstances, effective credit
management can be a challenge for many businesses; in
tough times, it can become a critical operational factor that
can threaten to make or break an otherwise healthy business.
The Business Guide to Credit Management offers insights
into cash management, payment flows, debt collection and
asset-based finance. Whether providing an explanation of
government support through various guarantee schemes, or
assessing the growing role of credit ratings and debt
collection, this new edition - once again supported by the
Institute of Credit Management - is the essential handbook for
anyone looking to control costs, manage cash flow and
protect capital.
Poor credit control and bad debts are often responsible for
undermining many a successful business, therefore it is
important for businesses to ensure that they have an effective
system in place for keeping credit risk to a minimum, while
being aware of debt recovery procedures in the event on nopayment of invoices.
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